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Top Dollar Secrets Special Reports 
We prepared a collection of Special Reports to 
help you take the ideas from the Webinar and 

add up to $60,000 to the value of your house and 
to sell your house for Top Dollar. 

 
Want all or some of these reports?  

 Contact our team (Dan@GreetingsVirginia.com) 
and let us know which of them 

 you’re interested in and we’ll send them to you. 

http://www.greetingsdmv.com/
mailto:Dan@GreetingsVirginia.com
mailto:Dan@GreetingsVirginia.com
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Welcome Letter 
 

Thanks for taking the time to join me for my Top Dollar Webinar.  As you saw during our 
conversation, we have a collection of resources that can help you turn these ideas into 

action.   
We want to help connect you with the RIGHT resource –  

whether it’s the “Curb Appeal” checklist or the “Community Overview Guide” 
 or it’s the report on how the use the equity in your home to finance the improvements that 

can help turn your house into your dream home, refuge. 

I invite you to contact my team and ask for any of the resources that you need.  They’ll be 
happy to share with you. 

 

              

 Special Reports  Special Reports 

 Curb Appeal Checklist  “Show Your Painter How to Make Magic with 

Carpet & Paint” 

 Value over Investment Calculator  “Key Upscale Opportunities for a LARGER 

Budget” guide 

 Model Home Staging Guide 

 

 Bathrooms and Kitchens Guide 

 Psychology of Buying Principles  “Evaluating Whether You Can Open Your Floor 

Plan” guide 

 Seasonal Enhancements List  “Ways to Finance Improvements in your Home” 

guide 

 “Buying Frenzy” Checklist  Home Value Improvement Team - Guide to 

Dependable, Vetted Resources 

 
Dan Rochon 

Greetings DMV.com 

703.562.1788 - Dan@GreetingsVirginia.com 
 

http://www.greetingsdmv.com/
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Bathrooms and Kitchens Guide 

Excerpt From Dan’s “Top Dollar Secrets” Interview: 

F: So that was her. That's in terms of painting and staging what let's talk about the elephant in the room 

is bathrooms and kitchens. Right. You have I. Are those the things that that once you get into the house 

of those what called the house.  

D: Typically yes. So there's going to be two things I'm going to talk about here. First we're going to talk 

about a basic OK I have a limited amount of money that I'm going to invest into this property. What can I 

invest and where should I invest it first. That's going to be kitchens and baths. After you do the curb 

appeal to the carpet and the paint is in again you have to you have to have it you know the kitchen very 

very vital. I mean I cannot tell you how many home buyers that I talk to on a daily basis that are coming 

to me saying Dan I have to have a home that has a kitchen that we feel good about. I just literally get on 

like two hours ago with a homebuyer. He's telling me he's like you know Dan he's like hey this is what I 

want this is what I want. But you know my wife she wants the kitchen right. Well of course she wants to. 

I mean every home has a kitchen right. You even have to describe to me what he wanted that she 

wanted. Kitchen right. And I was like yes I got it. I got it. I know what she wants. Right. So you talk in the 

stainless steel you talking to Granite countertops. You talk in the new appliances you talk in the 

cabinets.  

You know being up today and updated. 

 

Bathrooms: 

Includes the following: 

• Installation of floor tile 
• Installation of bathtub 
• Installation of new fixture and fittings including:  

o Tub faucet 
o Shower curtain rod 
o Vanity light 
o Mirror 
o Toiletry accessories 

• Installation of vanity w/ top and new sink and faucet  
• Installation of tub surround tile   
• Installation of toilet 
• Replacement of exhaust fan 
• Paint throughout 

Additional costs may apply to our  Pricing Plans for items and services not listed 
above such as demolition and disposal, moving any plumbing, upgrading of any 

http://www.greetingsdmv.com/
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electrical, installation of venting a new exhaust fan to the outside, replacement of 
any windows, and wall tile besides tub surround and for larger size bathrooms.  

 
Kitchens 

Includes the following: 

• Installation of cabinets 
• Installation of granite 
• Installation of stainless steel sink 
• Installation of faucet 
• Installation of cabinet door hardware 
• Installation of backs plash tile 
• Paint throughout 

Additional costs may apply to our Premium Pricing Plan for items and services 
not listed above such as demolition and disposal, moving any plumbing, 
upgrading of any electrical, installat ion of new flooring, replacement of any 
windows and for larger size kitchens.  

 Kitchen Guide 

Excerpt From Dan’s “Top Dollar Secrets” Interview: 

D: Typically yes. So there's going to be two things I'm going to talk about here. First we're going to talk 

about a basic OK I have a limited amount of money that I'm going to invest into this property. What can I 

invest and where should I invest it first. That's going to be kitchens and baths. After you do the curb 

appeal to the carpet and the paint is in again you have to you have to have it you know the kitchen very 

very vital. I mean I cannot tell you how many home buyers that I talk to on a daily basis that are coming 

to me saying Dan I have to have a home that has a kitchen that we feel good about. I just literally get on 

like two hours ago with a homebuyer. He's telling me he's like you know Dan he's like hey this is what I 

want this is what I want. But you know my wife she wants the kitchen right. Well of course she wants to. 

I mean every home has a kitchen right. You even have to describe to me what he wanted that she 

wanted. Kitchen right. And I was like yes I got it. I got it. I know what she wants. Right. So you talk in the 

stainless steel you talking to Granite countertops. You talk in the new appliances you talk in the 

cabinets.  

You know being up today and updated. 
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“Your 14 Day Bathroom Renaissance” guide 

Excerpt From Dan’s “Top Dollar Secrets” Interview: 

F:  you haven't mentioned bathrooms bathrooms not fall into that 152 dollar return on a dollar spent.  

D: Yes Forgive me for overlooking that bathrooms would fall into when we would fall into the kitchen. So 

those were again the Vassar's would be among what I would include in the initial you know the basic 

remodel you know upgrade you certainly don't you know I've seen so many homes. Now there's there's 

tricks that you could do there you can you could for example you know there's a lot of homes that were 

built in the 50s and 60s and they still have today pink bathtubs you can for 350 dollars you can get that 

pink batts of glazed in his brand new you know and then for you know an additional investment you can 

get the the the the the shower tiled and it's brand new. And so now you replace the floor you replace 

the vanity your plate the toilet you glaze the tub you tiled the shower and you've painted and you 

replace the fixtures of fittings and mirror. That's not a very big investment that's going to get you a very 

big return. That's a great investment to be able to get your return. Second part of that so that's the 

miner like that's the basic like Okay if you want to invest the money to say hey I want to put a dollar in. I 

want to get a dollar fifty or two dollars back as a return. That's what I would recommend. Now if you 

have a larger budget you want to have some upscale opportunities. If you could if you have an 

unfinished basement and you remodel that basement if you look at the the value that you increase the 

home buy versus the cost that you do you're you're at more than a dollar for a dollar return. Upgrading 

the master suite if you can if you're in a situation again this is an investment right but say in a situation 

where you have a rambler and you have the ability to add a two storey addition to that if you do so 

you're doubling your investment family room upgrade a family room window replacement master suite. 

Those are the areas that if you have the inclination in the budget to be able to invest more. Those 

improvements are all going to get you more than a dollar fifty for every dollar invested in in most of 

those cases are going to be more like two dollars plus for every dollar of that and of course it's going to 

depend on a location the type of home etc. in the neighbourhood. But that's those are the more major 

type of upgrades that would get a return for somebody as an investment.  
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